Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) was used to investigate the ferroelectric properties of solgel derived LiNbO 3 nanoparticles. To determine the degree of ferroelectricity we took large-area images and performed statistical image-analysis. The ferroelectric behavior of single nanoparticles was verified by poling experiments using the PFM tip. Finally we carried out simultaneous measurements of the in-plane and the out-of-plane piezoresponse of the nanoparticles, followed by measurements of the same area after rotation of the sample by 90 • and 180 • . Such measurements basically allow to determine the direction of polarization of every single particle.
In the past decade nonlinear-optical materials have gained great interest due to their potential for applications such as frequency converters via second-harmonic generation [1] or difference frequency mixing [2] . As a matter of course the boom of nanoparticle research has also reached this material class. Consequently, nanoparticles of lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ) and lithium tantalate (LiTaO 3 ), both materials possessing high nonlinear-optical coefficients [3] , are currently investigated [4] [5] [6] . The use of the sol-gel process for the fabrication of nanoparticles of the desired dimensions has additionally boost the research in this field. Although several techniques for the characterization of nanoparticles are available, such as electron microscopy [7, 8] , X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [9] , X-ray diffraction [10] or Raman spectroscopy [11] , they can not provide information about their ferroelectricity.
The latter, however, is a mandatory property for the above mentioned optical applications.
Lately, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has become a standard technique for the investigation of ferroelectric domains on the nanometer scale [12] [13] [14] [15] . Since PFM is not limited to specific crystallographic orientations [16] , it is ideally suited for the investigation of randomly oriented ferroelectric nanoparticles [17] .
To identify the orientation of a ferroelectric particle by PFM it is necessary to determine three independent spatial directions of its piezoresponse. PFM allows to map out-of-plane and in-plane piezoresponse simultaneously as deflection and torsion of the cantilever. Thus, recording two such image pairs of the same area at different angles between cantilever and sample yields the required information. Unfortunately, in-plane piezoresponse leads also to buckling of the cantilever which, same as deflection, is recorded as a vertical signal [18] . A discrimination of those two movements and hence a clear assignment of the driving forces recorded in the vertical signal is therefore mandatory.
Vector piezoresponse force microscopy [19] does not provide full 3D information on the polarization distribution. Since this technique is based on one image pair only acquired within a single scan, only one component of the in-plane driving forces is mapped. Furthermore the vertical signal is not split up into buckling and deflection. Few studies showing PFM images differenced by a 90
• rotation of the sample have been reported [20, 21] , however, deflection was never discriminated from buckling so far. Thus, an unambiguous attribution of the measured signals to the effective piezoresponse was not possible.
In this contribution we present investigations on randomly oriented sol-gel derived LiNbO 3 nanoparticles using PFM. The primary goal was to determine the degree of fer-roelectricity of the nanoparticles fabricated by this method. Even more, we were able to discriminate deflection from buckling in the vertical signal by controlled rotation of the sample with respect to the cantilever and appropriate image processing. This result signifies a real progress for the PFM technique itself.
For the PFM measurements we used a commercial scanning force microscope (SMENA from NT-MDT) upgraded with a high-precision rotation stage [16] . By careful adjustment of the rotation axis with respect to the position of the tip a shift of the image by only few microns upon rotation by 180
• can be achieved. We could thereby record the same area at different angles between cantilever and sample.
The samples under investigation were LiNbO 3 -xerogels prepared by the sol-gel method [22] . For their synthesis following components were used: lithiumethoxid and niobiumethoxid as precursors, acetic acid as catalyst, and ethanol as solvent. For stochiometric xerogels the molar ratio between lithiumethoxid and niobiumethoxid was 1:1 (for congruent ones 1:1.9). The synthesized materials were sintered at 700
• C for 48 hours to obtain crystalline LiNbO 3 . In case of congruent LiNbO 3 -xerogels a second phase (non-ferroelectric ples. The topographic images reflect the expected humped structure, as it was also seen in scanning electron microscopy imaging [23] , and is similar for both samples (Figs (a,d) ).
The PFM images (Figs (b,e)), however, have a very different appearance: the nanoparticles seem to be transferred to flatland [24] . This is because the piezoresponse of every nanoparticle is same across the whole particle, leading to one grey level according to its ori- In the next step we performed a statistical analysis of the PFM images. We therefore readout the grey level of every pixel (512 × 512) of the images and assigned them a value between −1 (black) and +1 (white). For the purely ferroelectric sample the analysis yields grey levels in a homogeneously distribution (Fig. (c) ) as expected from randomly oriented particles [25] . For the congruent sample, containing also non-ferroelectric particles the statistics results in a very different grey level distribution (Fig. (f) ). Here, the amount of non-ferroelectric particles is approx. 80% which can be estimated from the height of the central peak at position 0. Note that the substructure in the distribution is due to missing statistics, the number of particles imaged being too small.
A proof for the particles' ferroelectricity is their poling behavior. For local poling with the PFM tip we chose a particle whose orientation was out of plane, i. e., a particle showing up bright in the vertical image. We applied a positive voltage to the tip (+100 V for 60 seconds) to partially reverse the orientation of the particle. Figure 2 shows the result of such a poling experiment; (a): initial state and (b): after poling. Two observations can be made: (i) the particle has not been completely poled and (ii) poling is confined within the limitation of the particle. Whereas complete poling could be achieved by increasing voltage or writing time, we never observed a neighboring particle to be poled on contrary to results from oriented PZT thin films [26] . Indeed, the poling behavior of adjoining particles is of great importance for applications such as data storage devices. -There is one small particle (indicated by the white arrow) whose polarization direction is oriented almost perfectly out of plane. This can be deduced from the fact that this particle is seen in the deflection image D(0 • ), but not in the lateral images T(90
and T(0 • ) (not shown).
-The particle indicated by the black arrow is characterized by its faint contrast in the vertical signal, but turns out to show a distinct contrast in both, D(0 • ) as a bright and B(0 • ) as a dark particle. Obviously, the orientation of the particle is such that the contributions from deflection and buckling cancel mostly out each other, therefore nearly no contrast is seen in the vertical image.
-The dashed black arrow finally points towards a particle whose direction of polarization lies along the axis of the cantilever, as it shows a contrast in B(0
The crucial question now is: can one unambiguously attribute the exact orientation to every particle using PFM? A simple answer is not quite possible as exposed in the following. Decidedly, one can determine direction and magnitude of the piezoresponse of every nanoparticle using a rotation facility together with a careful calibration of the microscope.
However, to attribute this piezoresponse to the orientation of the particle is not straight forward. We want to give two reasons for this comment: i) all materials has several piezoelectric tensor elements, and the PFM signals detected originate from their interplay, which strongly impedes the interpretation of the measurements; ii) the electric field generated by the tip is not only directed along the tip axis but has components in all spatial directions. Since every component can lead to a piezoresponse of the sample [16] an analysis of the obtained PFM signals becomes further more complicated. The unambiguous determination of the orientation by PFM is therefore at least very challenging, and might not be accomplished without complex numerical methods.
In conclusion, we have accomplished a detailed analysis of sol-gel derived ferroelectric lithium niobate nanoparticles. By comparative measurements using samples containing a large amount of ballast particles, we could ensure that nanoparticles fabricated by sol-gel technique method are ferroelectric. Furthermore, we used those samples to demonstrate the advanced possibilities of a high-precision rotation stage for the interpretation of PFM images including the discrimination of deflection and buckling, a mandatory requirement to allow for the determination of the direction of polarization. Image size is 20 × 20 µm 2 each.
